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A B S T R A C T

The image quality of an atomic force microscope highly depends on the tracking performance
of the lateral X–Y axis scanner. To reduce the requirement for accurate system models, this
article describes a method based on Model-free Repetitive Control (MFRC) for high performance
control of fast triangular trajectories in the X-axis while simultaneously achieving coupling
compensation from the X-axis to Y-axis. The design and stability analysis of the MFRC scheme
are presented in detail. The tracking results are experimentally evaluated with a range of
different load conditions, showing the efficacy of the method with large variations in plant
dynamics. To address the coupling from the X-axis to the Y-axis while tracking the non-
periodic staircase trajectories, a pre-learning step is used to generate the compensation signals,
which are combined with the baseline Proportional–Integral (PI) control in a feedforward
manner in real-time implementations. This approach is also applied to address the problem
of longer convergence if needed. Experimental tracking control and coupling compensation
is demonstrated on a commercially available piezo-actuated scanner. The proposed method
reduces the root-mean-square coupled tracking errors in Y-axis from 191.4 nm in open-loop
control or 194.6 nm with PI control, to 2.8 nm with PI+MFRC control at 100 Hz tracking
frequency, which demonstrates the significant improvement achieved by the proposed method.

1. Introduction

Several discoveries in life science, information, materials, and other disciplines, rely on the extraordinary features of Atomic
orce Microscopes (AFMs) for imaging, characterizing, and manipulating matter with a resolution down to the nanoscale [1–3]. In
maging applications, the AFM employs a cantilever with a sharp probe to interrogate over a sample using a piezo-actuated scanner.
he surface height of the sample causes the cantilever to deflect due to the probe-sample interaction force. This interaction force

s regulated using the Z-axis (vertical) controller to keep the deflection of the cantilever constant. The topography of the sample
s measured by the movement or control voltage in the Z-axis for every imaging point, which is then used to produce the 3-D
opographical representation of the sample along the scanning trajectories. From its basic principle, it is known that the accuracy
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of the captured AFM images highly relies on the tracking precision of the desired scanning trajectory. Commonly, raster scanning is
selected to generate the AFM images, in which the fast axis (X-axis) is actuated with a triangular signal and the slow axis (Y-axis)
is actuated with the corresponding staircase or ramp-case signals [4,5]. To maximize scanning rate for dynamic imaging, there are
multiple challenges that degrade the tracking performance of raster scanning and thus image quality. These include the hysteresis
nonlinearity possessed by the piezoelectric actuators, the lightly-damped resonance of the mechanism, and the cross-coupling effect
between the scanning axes [6]. In particular, under high-frequency inputs, the nonlinearities would be coupled with the vibrations
associated with the lightly-damped resonance, which complicates the control design and limits the speed at which high-precision
AFM images can be obtained [7,8].

During the past decades, significant improvements to the above issues have been made [5,9–11]. To reduce the effect of hys-
eresis, several model-based modeling and compensation methods have been developed, such as the operator-based models [12,13]
e.g. Prandtl–Ishlinskii model and Preisach model), intelligent models [14] (e.g. neural-network model and support vector machine
odel). It should be noted that the modeling and inversion of the hysteresis is not trivial, and it may need to be repeated

or multiple applications. When hysteresis is coupled with lightly-damped resonant modes, the compensation performance can
egrade dramatically. A variety of control techniques have been developed to address the vibrational problems on the basis of
dvanced hardware design [15–17], which include feedforward approaches [18,19], such as input shaping, optimal trajectory
esign, and notch-filter-based techniques, and feedback approaches, such as positive position feedback and its extensions [20,21],
ntegral resonant control [22], and delayed position feedback control [23]. Among those techniques, the closed-loop approaches
ave better robustness to plant variations in practical implementations, so they are more widely utilized than feedforward
pproaches [11,24,25]. Further, to realize the tracking application of the nanopositioners, the tracking controllers are usually
ncorporated with the above control techniques for mitigating the residual nonlinearities and other disturbances. For tracking
eriodic trajectories, the highest performing methods are the learning-based schemes, repetitive control [26–28] and iterative
ontrol [7,29]. Specifically, it is analyzed in [8] that, the tracking errors induced by the hysteresis nonlinearity exhibit periodic
ehaviors under periodic inputs, and thus can be mitigated by these learning-based schemes, making it rather simple for high-
recision raster scanning of AFM. It should be noted that in these developments, the multiple-axis scanners are normally treated
s single input and single output systems, where the cross-coupling is neglected. In fact, the cross-coupling effect would become
rominent in large-range and high-speed scanning operations, especially for these popularly used commercial tube-type scanners,
hich would cause tilting and other artifacts in the AFM images [6].

The three main research efforts for cross-coupling compensation in the field are (i) model-based cross-coupling compensation
ontrol; (ii) feedback tracking control, and (iii) learning-based schemes. For model-based cross-coupling compensation control, the
ain idea is to construct the inverse cross-coupling model using different techniques (such as Prandtl–Ishlinskii model [30] and
IMO model predictive control method [31,32]). The inverse mode is then used to compensate the cross-coupling effect by the

eedforward method. However, the cross-coupling usually include complex dynamics, which make the modeling procedure very
hallenging. For feedback tracking control, the idea of this method is to regard the cross-coupling effects as output disturbances
nd compensate them by tracking control techniques, such as 𝐻∞ control [33] and linear quadratic Gaussian control [34]. For
earning-based schemes, it is experimentally investigated in [6] that, under periodic inputs, the tracking errors induced by the
oupling effect result in periodic behaviors, which allows a new way for cross-coupling compensation. During raster scanning, the
ain coupling effect is the influence of the fast axis on the slow axis, which leads to the triangularization of the staircase trajectory,

nd possibly large tracking errors. In this sense, the modified repetitive control is successfully implemented to compensate for the
racking errors that result from the coupling of the fast axis on the slow axis, and therefore high-precision raster scanning with
scanning rate of 40 Hz is achieved [6]. It should be noted that such modified repetitive control requires accurate modeling of

he inverse system dynamics for best performance. There are several difficulties associated with plant inversion, including multiple
odes [35], non-minimum phase zeros [8], and model uncertainties due to variations in loads masses, temperature, and humidity
hile operating the AFMs [36].

Focusing the above difficulties, this article describes an improved method of Model-free Repetitive Control (MFRC) for
pplications like AFM which require tracking control of a fast axis and cross-coupling compensation of a slower axis. In order
o avoid modeling the inverse system dynamics, a non-causal FIR low-pass filter is introduced into the repetitive module which
as the advantage of zero phase-lag. This replaces the normally used low-pass zero-phase filter and the inversion of system
ynamics in traditional repetitive control. The stability and convergence analysis is presented in detail to provide criteria for
arameters determination. To achieve better tracking performance with limited bandwidth of the FIR low-pass filter, smoothed
aster scanning [37] is selected in this work, which preserves the same imaging trajectory but with lower high-frequency components
ompared to traditional raster scanning. With the objective of fast convergence for the fast axis and tracking of the non-periodic
taircase trajectory for the slowaxis during AFM raster scanning, a pre-learning method is utilized to obtain the effective control
ignals for both lateral axes, which is then used as feedforward control. This approach combines a baseline tracking controller
or handling non-periodic disturbances and trajectories. Finally, AFM imaging results are presented to visually demonstrate the
dvantages of the proposed method.

The distinguished contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) Tailored for the raster scanning of AFMs, the Model-free Repetitive Control is developed for tracking periodic trajectories

n the X-axis and rejecting the corresponding coupled tracking errors in the Y-axis. This addresses the universal problem of model
ncertainties encountered in practical AFM applications especially due to load change on the scanner.

(2) To handle the excessive iterations before convergence and the aperiodicity of the staircase trajectories in the Y-axis, a pre-
earning step is employed to generate the effective control signals, which works in parallel with the baseline tracking controller in

feedforward manner.
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Fig. 1. Cross-coupling effect between the lateral X–Y axis in raster scanning of AFM.

(3) Experimental reference tracking and coupling compensation are demonstrated for AFM applications. The images are obtained
using a commercially available piezo-actuated scanner, where high-precision raster scanning is demonstrated at 100 Hz, showing
the advantages of the proposed schemes.

This paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 provides the basic information of the cross-coupling effect. Section 3 presents the
design of the MFRC based scheme, and its stability analysis. Section 4 presents the details of the experimental setup and the
controller performance. The experimental results, including the convergence analysis, tracking results and the AFM imaging results
are demonstrated in Section 5 showing the advantages of the proposed scheme for high performance raster scanning. Section 6
summarizes this paper.

2. Cross-coupling information

The cross-coupling effect is significant in many multiple-axis motion control applications. Although several cutting edge mechan-
ical designs can minimize this adverse effect, it cannot be completely avoided due to the errors in machining and assembly [15,17].
In AFM applications, cross-coupling distorts the scanning trajectories and may introduce artifacts into the captured image [4,6].
Specially, in raster scanning, the coupling from the fast scanning X-axis on the slow scanning Y-axis causes triangularization of the
desired staircase trajectory. Similarly, cross-coupling from the Y-axis on the X-axis causes a drift of the desired triangular trajectory,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Generally speaking, as the high-frequency components and the amplitude of the triangular trajectory is much
greater than that of the staircase trajectory [38], the Y-axis itself mainly suffers from the coupling effect. Therefore, this work focuses
mainly on the dominant coupling effect from the X-axis on the Y-axis.

It is investigated in [6] that the tracking errors of the Y-axis induced by the coupling effect are found to exhibit periodic
characteristics when the X-axis is following a triangular trajectory; therefore, the error can be regarded as a periodic output
disturbance in the Y-axis. To guarantee the stability of the proposed scheme (which will be provided in detail in Section 3.2),
the passband of the designed non-causal FIR low-pass filter is set to a limited range. Since the system bandwidth is limited, high-
frequency components of the tracking error are not effectively suppressed. An alternative is to use a smoothed raster scanning
method [37] which preserves the original imaging trajectory. To investigate the coupling effect, the spectra of the Y-axis position
are analyzed and plotted in Fig. 2(a) and (b) respectively, when the X-axis is precisely tracking the smoothed triangular trajectory
and the triangular trajectory with the frequency of 10 Hz. More information concerning the smoothed raster scanning method refers
to [37]. It can be observed that tracking errors induced by the coupling effect have periodic characteristics in these two scanning
cases, and thus can both be regarded as periodic disturbances injected to the output of Y-axis. Furthermore, as the high-frequency
components of the smoothed trajectory are reduced (investigated in [37]), the high-frequency components of the coupled tracking
errors decrease correspondingly. Therefore, the tracking performance can be improved using the smoothed raster scanning, which
will be comparatively presented in detail in Section 5. Based on these observations, the Model-free Repetitive Control (MFRC) is
developed in this work for control of both lateral axes in high performance raster scanning of AFMs.

3. Controller design

In the section, the Model-free Repetitive Control is designed for both lateral axes. The stability analysis is also provided as a
criterion of parameter selection.
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Fig. 2. Spectra of the displacement in the Y-axis when the X-axis is tracking different 10 Hz periodic trajectories: (a) Smoothed triangular trajectory; (b)
Triangular trajectory.

Fig. 3. Block diagrams of the MFRC based scheme: (a) X-axis; (b) Y-axis.

3.1. Design of the Model-free Repetitive Control based scheme

For periodic inputs, it is analyzed in [6,8] that (i) the hysteresis nonlinearity can be regarded as a bounded periodic input
disturbances 𝑑ℎ(𝑘), and (ii) the coupling effect to the other axis can be seen as periodic output disturbances 𝑑𝑐 (𝑘) as shown in Fig. 3.
In this case, the repetitive control becomes an attractive method for achieving high-precision raster scanning. With the objective
of handling the difficulties associated with plant inversion encountered in most repetitive control design, the Model-free Repetitive
Control (MFRC) is developed for both lateral axes, which aims for tracking control of the X-axis and coupling compensation for the
Y-axis in raster scanning.

Considering the raster scanning, the coupled lateral system can be simplified as Fig. 3, where 𝐺𝑥𝑥(𝑧) and 𝐺𝑦𝑦(𝑧) represents the
linear dynamics of the X-axis and Y-axis, respectively. Due to the low variations of the staircase trajectory for Y-axis, the hysteresis
nonlinearity of the Y-axis is not considered in Fig. 3. With the minor coupling errors from the Y-axis to the X-axis, this coupling
error is not emphasized in this work. The items 𝑥𝑑 (𝑘) and 𝑥𝑎(𝑘) are the desired trajectory and the actual trajectory for the X-axis,
respectively. The items 𝑦𝑑 (𝑘) and 𝑦𝑎(𝑘) are the desired trajectory and the actual trajectory for the Y-axis. As a plugged-in module,
the developed MFRC is designed in parallel with the baseline tracking controller (𝐶𝑥(𝑧) for X-axis and 𝐶𝑦(𝑧) for X-axis), whose block
diagrams are shown in Fig. 3. In MFRC, a non-causal FIR low-pass filter

𝐻(𝑧) =
𝑛𝑓
∑

ℎ(𝑖)𝑧−𝑖 (1)

𝑖=−𝑛𝑓
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is introduced into the repetitive loop, instead of the general two-step design of the low-pass filter and inversion of the plant dynamics,
where 𝑛𝑓 is the parameter determining the filter length (order), and ℎ(𝑖) is filter coefficients. In this way, the complicated modeling
rocess of the inverse dynamics can be avoided, which significantly reduces the problem of model uncertainties and implementation
omplexity. As for the delayed part 𝑧−𝑁 in Fig. 3, 𝑁 = 𝑓𝑠∕𝑓𝑑 is the number of delayed points, where 𝑓𝑠 and 𝑓𝑑 denote the sampling

rate and the desired scanning rate, respectively. The non-causality of 𝐻(𝑧) will be supplemented by the delayed part 𝑧−𝑁 in real-time
mplementation, which becomes

𝐹 (𝑧) =
2𝑛𝑓
∑

𝑖=0
ℎ(𝑖)𝑧−𝑖 (2)

he actual points of the delayed part is therefore reduced to 𝑁 − 𝑛𝑓 . 𝑘𝑓 is the gain of the developed MFRC.
There are many choices for the baseline tracking controller, such as Proportional–Integral (PI) control [39] and sliding mode

ontrol [40]. With its simple structure, the PI control is selected in this work. It can be concluded from the above analysis that there
re only two items (𝐹 (𝑧) and 𝑘𝑓 ) that are required to be determined in MFRC, making it rather simple for practical applications.

.2. Stability analysis

To provide criteria for parameter determination, the condition of stability is analyzed as follows. As the control schemes for
he X-axis and Y-axis are identical, the stability analysis for the X-axis (Fig. 3(a)) is presented as example. Before the design of
he developed MFRC, the system with the baseline tracking controller should be designed to ensure asymptotical stability, which
mplies that 1 + 𝐶𝑥(𝑧)𝐺𝑥𝑥(𝑧) = 0 has no roots outside of the unit circle in the 𝑧-plane. Assuming this condition is satisfied first, the
ensitivity function is

𝑒(𝑘)
𝑥𝑎(𝑘)

=
1 − 𝐹 (𝑧)𝑧−𝑁+𝑛𝑓

[1 + 𝐶𝑥(𝑧)𝐺𝑥𝑥(𝑧)][1 − 𝐹 (𝑧)𝑧−𝑁+𝑛𝑓 ] + 𝐹 (𝑧)𝑧−𝑁+𝑛𝑓 𝑘𝑓𝐺𝑥𝑥(𝑧)
(3)

Thus, the polynomial of the closed-loop characteristics is (the symbol of 𝑧-domain is omitted in the follow derivation for simplicity)

𝐷(𝑧) = (1 + 𝐶𝑥𝐺𝑥𝑥)(1 − 𝐹𝑧−𝑁+𝑛𝑓 ) + (𝐹𝑧−𝑁+𝑛𝑓 𝑘𝑓𝐺𝑥𝑥)

= (1 + 𝐶𝑥𝐺𝑥𝑥)(1 − 𝐹𝑧−𝑁+𝑛𝑓 + 𝐹𝑧−𝑁+𝑛𝑓 𝑘𝑓𝐺𝑥𝑥
1+𝐶𝑥𝐺𝑥𝑥

)
(4)

As the first item is asymptotically stable by the previous assumption, the stability depends on the second item only. According to
the Small-gain Theorem, the system is asymptotically stable if

|

|

|

|

|

|

−𝐹𝑧−𝑁+𝑛𝑓 +
𝐹𝑧−𝑁+𝑛𝑓 𝑘𝑓𝐺𝑥𝑥

1 + 𝐶𝑥𝐺𝑥𝑥

|

|

|

|

|

|𝑧=𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑇𝑠

< 1, 𝜔 ∈
[

0, 𝜋∕𝑇𝑠
]

(5)

in which 𝑇𝑠 is the sampling time. It is obvious that ||
|

𝑧−𝑁+𝑛𝑓 |
|

|𝑧=𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑇𝑠
= 1, then we have

|

|

|

|

|

−𝐹 +
𝐹𝑘𝑓𝐺𝑥𝑥

1 + 𝐶𝑥𝐺𝑥𝑥

|

|

|

|

|𝑧=𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑇𝑠
< 1, 𝜔 ∈

[

0, 𝜋∕𝑇𝑠
]

(6)

which can be expressed as

0 <
|

|

|

|

|

𝑘𝑓𝐺𝑥𝑥

1 + 𝐶𝑥𝐺𝑥𝑥

|

|

|

|

|𝑧=𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑇𝑠
<
|

|

|

|

2
𝐹
|

|

|

|𝑧=𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑇𝑠
, 𝜔 ∈

[

0, 𝜋∕𝑇𝑠
]

(7)

herefore, the closed-loop system is stable when the control gain satisfies the following condition.

0 < 𝑘𝑓 <
|

|

|

|

2 + 2𝐶𝑥𝐺𝑥𝑥
𝐹𝐺𝑥𝑥

|

|

|

|𝑧=𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑇𝑠
=
|

|

|

|

2
𝐹𝐺𝑥𝑥

+
2𝐶𝑥
𝐹

|

|

|

|𝑧=𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑇𝑠
, 𝜔 ∈

[

0, 𝜋∕𝑇𝑠
]

(8)

t can be observed from Eq. (8) that the FIR low-pass filter should be able to effectively suppress the dominant lightly-damped
esonant peak of the scanner to guarantee the availability of the stable control gain.

. Experimental setup and controller implementation

.1. Experimental setup

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed MFRC on AFM raster scanning, the experiments are conducted on a commercial
FM (NTMDT, Prima), which includes a piezoelectric tube scanner (PTS) for XYZ positioning. The experimental setup is shown in
ig. 4, which includes the PTS scanning module, the high-voltage amplifier (amplification ratio of 30) providing the actuation voltage
or both lateral axes, the signal access module transferring the control signals to the PTS, and the integrated controller outputting the
eal time sensors signals, the rapid prototype control module (dSPACE, ds1103) running different control schemes and an auxiliary
ptical microscope adjusting the lasers and sample positions. Each axis of the PTS is equipped with a capacitive displacement sensor.

he control schemes are designed with the environments of Matlab, downloaded to dSPACE host, and operated via the ControlDesk
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup verifying the advantages the developed MFRC scheme.

software. For generating the AFM images, a calibration grating (NTMDT, TGQ1) with a known rectangular profile (height of 20 nm,
period of 3 μm) is placed on the scanner. The contact probe (Scansens, HA_C/15) with a resonance of 19 kHz and a force constant
of 0.26 N/m is employed to measure the sample topography. The sampling frequency is 20 kHz and thus the imaging resolution is
set as 100 × 100.

4.2. Controller implementation and performance evaluation

To show the complex dynamics of the scanner and the complicated cross-coupling effect, the dynamics of the lateral axes are
investigated first. The low-amplitude band-limited noise signals are applied to excite the two axes respectively, and the actuation
signals and the sensors signals are captured simultaneously. Via identification toolbox of Matlab, the obtained frequency responses
are shown in Fig. 5. It can be observed from this figure that the cross-coupling effect shows complex dynamics, making it challenging
for cross-coupling modeling. Meanwhile, the multi-modes can be found in the dynamics of the Y-axis. Another problem that usually
exists in AFM applications is model uncertainties due to the load changes (including the sample and holders). To show this, the
frequency responses with different samples (no load, with load L1 and with load L2) are analyzed and plotted in Fig. 5 as well. Taking
the X-axis for example, its first-order resonant frequency varies from to 970 to 602 Hz, which is a quite large model uncertainty.
This might lead to the instability of model-based control schemes. However, from Eq. (8), it can be concluded that it would be
asymptotically stable for all cases when the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable for the extreme condition (Load L2 in this
work). Without loss of generality, the two cases (with load L1 and L2) will be further studied.

Before the design of the developed MFRC, the baseline tracking controllers for the X- and Y-axis have to be optimized. To
achieve sufficient tracking performance, the proportional and integral gains of the PI controller is maximized until the vibrations
occur during step response using trial-and-error method, and the resulting parameters are 0.01 and 300 for the X-axis, and 0.01
and 250 for the Y-axis, respectively. These controller gains are used for all of the following experiments. Secondly, as the lowest
resonant frequencies of the X-axis and Y-axis are about 602 Hz and 635 Hz, the stopband of 𝐹 (𝑧) is set to 600 Hz. It is shown in
ig. 2 that tracking errors are mainly composed of the first three harmonics; therefore, the passband of 𝐹 (𝑧) is set to 300 Hz. To
uarantee the behavior of 𝐹 (𝑧) within the passband, the Equiriple method [41] is employed to calculate the filter parameters. With
he tradeoff of precision and causality of the developed MFRC, the order of 𝐹 (𝑧) is chosen as 300. Based on the above parameters,
he control gain 𝑘𝑓 is optimized as 0.5 via experiments within the region of stability.

To further investigate the performance of the developed MFRC for tracking periodic trajectories and rejecting periodic
isturbances, the magnitude responses of the repetitive loop 𝐹 (𝑧)𝑧−𝑁+𝑛𝑓 ∕(1 − 𝐹 (𝑧)𝑧−𝑁+𝑛𝑓 ) and the sensitivity functions (Eq. (3))
re presented for the X-axis in Fig. 6(a) and (b) (with Load L1 and Load L2) respectively for a tracking frequency of 100 Hz. It can
e observed in Fig. 6(a) that the MFRC mainly generates control gain within the passband of 300 Hz, and thus rejects the tracking
rrors distributed within the passband. This can also be concluded from the sensitivity functions in Fig. 6(b). Additionally, it can
lso be seen in Fig. 6(b) that the sensitivity functions for the X-axis with different loads show similar disturbance rejection ability,
emonstrating its robustness against model uncertainties.

. Experimental studies

.1. Tracking results of the X-axis

In raster scanning applications, the control objective for the X-axis is to track a pre-defined triangular trajectory, which is studied
irst in this section. The tracking experiments for the smoothed triangular trajectories and the triangular trajectories, with the
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Y

Fig. 5. Dynamics of the lateral axes of PTS with different loads: (a) X-axis; (b) The coupling effect from X-axis to Y-axis (𝐺𝑥𝑦); (c) The coupling effect from

-axis to X-axis (𝐺𝑦𝑥); (d) Y-axis.

Fig. 6. Magnitude response of (a) 𝐹 (𝑧)𝑧−𝑁+𝑛𝑓 ∕(1 − 𝐹 (𝑧)𝑧−𝑁+𝑛𝑓 ) and (b) sensitivity functions, for a tracking frequency of 100 Hz.

scanning range of 10 μm × 10 μm and frequencies of 10, 50 and 100 Hz, are conducted using the developed PI+MFRC on the setup
presented in Section 4. The tracking results of the scanner with the two different loads are presented in Fig. 7 for the frequency
of 100 Hz as case studies. It can be found from Fig. 7 that similar convergence is achieved when tracking these two trajectories.
Note that, to guarantee the same effective imaging trajectory with the traditional raster scanning, the amplitude of the designed
smoothed trajectory is slightly larger than that of the triangular trajectory as illustrated in Fig. 7, but its high-frequency components
are lower than those of the triangular trajectory, which would contribute to lower tracking errors. As shown in Fig. 7, the maximum
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Fig. 7. Tracking results of the closed-loop system with different loads under the developed PI+MFRC for different trajectories with the frequency of 100 Hz:
A) smoothed trajectory; (B) triangular trajectory.

Fig. 8. Tracking results for the X-axis with different control schemes for different frequencies: (A) smoothed triangular trajectories; (B) triangular trajectories;
a) 10 Hz; (b) 50 Hz; (c) 100 Hz.
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Fig. 9. The tracking results of the closed-loop system for Y-axis with different control schemes under different tracking frequencies: (a) 10 Hz; (b) 50 Hz; (c)
00 Hz.

Table 1
The coupling induced tracking errors in the Y-axis with different control schemes when X-axis is tracking
smoothed triangular trajectories with the proposed PI+MFRCFF scheme under different frequencies.
Frequency Open-loop (nm) Baseline PI (nm) PI+MFRC (nm)

(Hz) 𝑒𝑚 𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠 𝑒𝑚 𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠 𝑒𝑚 𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠
10 317.9 191.4 218.7 107.1 7.6 2.5
50 315.3 191.0 330.6 188.5 7.6 2.6
100 312.8 191.4 320.4 194.6 7.6 2.8

tracking errors (with Load L1) for the effective imaging trajectory in the triangular trajectory is calculated as 0.4963 μm, which is
reduced to 0.0839 μm for that in the smoothed triangular trajectory with improved harmonics components. From the convergence
and the tracking errors in steady-state (Fig. 7(a) and (c)) for these two trajectories, it is observed that the tracking results of the
scanner with different loads (L1 and L2) resemble each other, which verifies the robustness of the developed PI+MFRC against model
uncertainties. Hence, the tracking results of the scanner with only load L1 are provided in subsequent section for illustrations.

Compared to other model-based repetitive control methods, the developed PI+MFRC scheme requires more iterations to converge
to steady-state. To address this issue, the corresponding control signals 𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑥(𝑘) (in Fig. 3) are captured and recorded. These control
ignals are then regarded as the offline-learned MFRC based feedforward control (MFRCFF), which is combined with the baseline PI
ontroller forming the proposed PI+MFRCFF scheme. In this case, the MFRC in Fig. 3(a) is substituted by 𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑥(𝑘). The tracking results
f the smoothed triangular trajectories with frequencies of 10, 50, and 100 Hz are shown in Fig. 8 (A), where high performance
racking control is achieved in terms of the tracking precision and convergence speed. To show its advantages, the comparative
xperiments are conducted with different control schemes, which are the baseline PI control and open-loop control. The tracking
esults of X-axis for triangular trajectories with different tracking frequencies are also plotted in Fig. 8 (B). In this figure, it is seen
hat the hysteresis nonlinearity and vibration cause large tracking errors in open-loop, which are both mitigated by the proposed
I+MFRCFF scheme. The tracking performance of the baseline PI controller is also significantly improved greatly by adding the
FRCFF scheme. These results verify the advantages of the proposed PI+MFRCFF scheme in tracking periodic trajectories. As the

moothed raster scanning and tradition raster scanning share the same effective imaging trajectory (the forward path in this work),
he smoothed raster scanning [37] is employed in this work for high-precision scanning applications in subsequent sections.

.2. Tracking results of the Y-axis

To investigate the coupling effect from the X-axis to the Y-axis, the tracking results of Y-axis for a constant setpoint (zero) and
ifferent control schemes are presented in Fig. 9. In these results, the X-axis is tracking a smoothed triangular trajectory using the
roposed PI+MFRCFF scheme with a tracking frequency of 10, 50 and 100 Hz. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the coupling dynamics from
he X-axis to Y-axis is approximately constant within the frequencies below 300 Hz, so the coupled tracking errors of the Y-axis in
pen-loop show similar profiles for all tested frequencies. When the Y-axis is under PI control, the coupled tracking errors increase
ith frequency due to the narrow control bandwidth. For frequencies of 50 Hz and 100 Hz, the error under PI control is similar
ith those in open-loop, which will cause failure of coupling compensation. In contrast, the tracking results of the Y-axis with the
eveloped PI+MFRC show excellent coupling error rejection.

To evaluate the coupling compensation performance, two metrics are calculated, which are the maximum tracking error

𝑒𝑚 = max
𝑡∈(0,2𝑇 ]

|

|

𝑦𝑑 (𝑡) − 𝑦𝑎(𝑡)|| (9)

and the root-mean-square (RMS) tracking error

𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠 =

√

1
2𝑇 ∫

2𝑇

0
[𝑦𝑑 (𝑡) − 𝑦𝑎(𝑡)]

2𝑑𝑡 (10)

he results are summarized in Table 1. It can be seen that, for all the tested frequencies, the coupled tracking errors obtained with
he PI+MFRC are reduced greatly as compared with those obtained with the open-loop control and with the baseline PI control.
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Fig. 10. Tracking results of the closed-loop system (with X-axis under PI+MFRCFF and Y-axis under different control schemes) for different scanning rates: (a)
0-Hz; (b) 50-Hz; (c) 100-Hz; (A) tracking results of Y-axis; (B) tracking results in X–Y plane.

pecifically, the RMS of the coupled tracking errors under the PI+MFRC is reduced from 191.0 nm (under the open-loop control)
nd 188.5 nm (under the baseline PI control) to 2.6 nm at the frequency of 50 Hz, which are reduced by 98.48% and 98.62%
espectively. And for the frequency of 100 Hz, it is reduced from 191.4 nm (under the open-loop control) and 194.6 nm (under
aseline PI control) to 2.8 nm, which are reduced by 98.54% and 98.56% respectively. Therefore, it is demonstrated that the
eveloped PI+MFRC scheme is effective for coupling compensation as well.

.3. Raster scanning and imaging results

In scanning applications, the Y-axis follows non-periodic staircase trajectory, which hinders the application the developed
I+MFRC scheme. To deal with this problem, the proposed MFRCFF in Section 5.1 is employed herewith, in which the MFRC learned
ontrol signals 𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑦(𝑘) are used as the feedforward controller. In this case, the MFRC in Fig. 3(b) is substituted by the 𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑦(𝑘). To
tudy the effectiveness of the proposed PI+MFRCFF, the smoothed raster scanning experiments are conducted. The tracking results of
he X-axis for smoothed triangular trajectories are shown in Fig. 8(A), while the tracking results of the Y-axis for staircase trajectories
nd the corresponding raster scanning results (10 lines) are presented in Fig. 10 for the scanning rates of 10-, 50-, and 100-Hz. It
an be observed in detail that the scanning trajectories tilt from the desired positions with PI control due to the coupling effect,
specially for the scanning rates of 50- and 100-Hz. Since the coupled errors are well compensated using the proposed PI+MFRCFF
cheme, raster scanning with this approach generates excellent tracking. Note that due to the narrow bandwidth of the baseline PI
ontrol, the tracking performance of the staircase trajectories (under the proposed PI+MFRCFF control) degrades with increasing
canning rate, which can be improved by other high-bandwidth tracking methods.

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed PI+MFRCFF scheme on AFM imaging applications (especially on coupling
ompensation), the calibration grating is imaged in Fig. 11. The AFM is operated in constant height mode, which implies that
he deflection signals of the cantilever are used for generating the AFM images. In Fig. 11, the results obtained with PI control are
llustrated in the first row and the results obtained with the proposed PI+ MFRCFF scheme are illustrated in the second row. Since
ll images are captured using the proposed PI+MFRCFF scheme for X-axis, the imaging results show the same features along the
-axis. However, it can be clearly observed in Fig. 11 that the captured topography under PI control is severely rotated due to the
oupling errors along the Y-axis. This problem is well addressed using the proposed PI+MFRCFF scheme.

. Conclusion

In this article, a model-free repetitive control (MFRC) is proposed to address the difficulties associated with plant inversion
or tracking periodic trajectories and rejecting periodic disturbances. Its effectiveness is evaluated in AFM raster scanning, whose
bjective is to achieve fast reference tracking in the X-axis while compensating for the coupling effect on the Y-axis. By employing a
on-causal FIR low-pass filter to replace the normally used two-step design method (low-pass filter and plant inversion, required by
he model-based repetitive control design), the proposed method avoids the need for an inverse system model, which makes it rather
imple for practical implementations. Stability analysis is presented to provide criteria for determining controller parameters. The
fficacy of the developed MFRC scheme is successfully evaluated by controlling an AFM scanner under varying load conditions. The

racking results of X-axis show the excellent robustness against the model uncertainties, but slower convergence. With the improved
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Fig. 11. AFM imaging results using smoothed raster scanning for different scanning rates and Y-axis with (A) PI and (B) PI+MFRCFF; for the scanning rate of
a) 10-Hz; (b) 50-Hz; (c) 100-Hz.

armonic components, the smoothed raster scanning is finally utilized to generate the scanning trajectories as well as capture the
FM images. To achieve fast convergence in the X-axis and coupling compensation while tracking staircase trajectories in the Y-axis,
pre-learning step is utilized to generate the corresponding control signals, which are combined with the baseline PI controller in
feedforward manner. Experimental results on a piezoelectric tube scanner show significant reductions in X-axis tracking error and
-axis coupling errors, and high performance raster scanning is achieved for a scanning rate of 100-Hz.
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